
Writing Workshop Week of August 31, 2009
Grade: Fifth Buffy Wilson

Skill Taught
TEKS

Read Aloud 
Mini-lesson – 10 min.

Ind. Writing/Conf.
20 Min. 

Author's Chair/Sharing 
10 Min.

Monday Grammar with Hill

Tue Grammar with Hill

Wednesday Read Aloud – Owl Moon

- model choosing a jot or 
an idea and writing long 
about it.  Model turning to 
a double page and writing 
on the right side of the 
notebook 

During this time students 
choose a jot and write 
long about it.

Mid-Workshop Teach – if 
you notice some students 
have finished early, 
teach /model the 
following choices that st. 
have:
- reread what they wrote 
which might remind them 
of more details they want 
to add or
-rereading might trigger 
more memories that they 
want to add to their jot 
page
or
- they can go back to their 
jot page and choose a 
new jot and start a new 
entry on a new page.
 

 Students share with each 
other, then ask for 
volunteers to share with the 
whole group (follow page 
37)
 - As students share their 
“jots”, record topics that 
come up on the Writer's 
Notebook chart so your 
students can see that in the 
developing community they 
have so much in common: 
they have chosen to write 
about similar meaningful 
topics:  family, friends, pets, 
etc

Add to the Writing Habits 
Anchor Chart.

Thursday Read Aloud – What you 
know first    
- start “Writing has 
Meaning” chart
- teach that writer's 
sometimes get ideas from 
meaningful objects, like 
the author of our story 
today.
-Let students think,  turn 
and talk about the 
meaningful object they 
brought.
-they jot down new ideas 
that came from 
conversation.
-add to “Writer's 
Notebook”Chart (page 46)

Students write long about 
their meaningful object

Mid Workshop Teach: 
Spelling.:  Teach students 
to circle words  they don't 
know how to spell.  If they 
can't think of a word you 
want to use, draw a line 
and fill in the blank later.

IMPORTANT POINT:  Don't 
let any one word interrupt 
our flow of thinking and 
your writing.  Choose a 
strategy that works for 
you and keep going.

Students share what they 
wrote

Add to the Writing Habits 
Charts



Skill Taught
TEKS

Read Aloud 
Mini-lesson – 10 min.

Ind. Writing/Conf.
20 Min. 

Author's Chair/Sharing 
10 Min.

Friday Read Aloud - Wilfred 
Gordon MacDonald 
Partridge.  

-Add to the Writing has 
meaning chart.
- Instead of gather new 
ideas, today we are going 
to look more deeply at a 
piece of writing that we 
have already done (follow 
page 51-52)

 Students reread their 
work and dig deeper for 
meaning.

Mid Workshop Teach: 
encourage the class if 
they are having a hard 
time (page 53)

Students share about the 
process of digging deeper 
for meaning.

Add to Writing Habits Chart 
(Page 55))


